“We provide our customers with the most suitable systems
and tailor-made solutions from beginning to end,
with a smart use of knowledge and technology”

For more than 30 years on the market, LIGHTHOUSE has come a long way, transforming
itself from a small local company into a survey and positioning provider, with an international
footprint and branches across the world.
Our teams of experienced surveyors, geologists and geophysicists, have consistently
proven to be our most valuable asset, blending together to offer our customers the best
professional service. Without exception LIGHTHOUSE prides itself on a reputation built from
reliability and expertise.

CUSTOMER FOCUS

At the core of all our activities, we work with our customers to provide tailored-made services
and solutions worldwide

INNOVATION

We believe in the importance of providing innovative high quality services, through excellent
teamwork dedicated to delivering first-class solutions across the world

ON THE SPOT

Our goal is to improve our ability being directly on the spot: we locate our offices in the most
important growing areas of the Energy Market and we are committed to the development and
employment of local content.

SAFETY FIRST

Our survey operations are carried out with the highest safety standards in compliance with
International Regulations. This ensures a safe work place and working conditions for our
employees and as well as our subcontractors and client representatives.

WHAT WE DO

GEOPHYSICAL
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SURVEY
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LOCATIONS
Our goal is to improve our ability being directly on the spot.
To give its best, LIGHTHOUSE has located its offices in the most important growing
areas of the Oil & Gas Markets.
ITALY · HEADQUARTERS
Via Prati, 1/1 - Ponte Ronca 40069, Zola Predosa – Bologna
P: +39 051 651 67 16
AZERBAIJAN
90A, Nizami Street,
Landmark 2, Baku, Azerbaijan

CONGO
88, Avenue du Gén. De Gaulle
1306 Pointe-Noire, Congo

KAZAKHSTAN
KZ Business Centre
Bld 123V, Utemisov street, Atyrau

LIBYA
Zawit Aldahmany
P.O. Box 5206 Tripoli

MOZAMBIQUE
Rua 1301, n. 97
Summerchield Maputo

NETHERLANDS
Veembroederhof 281
1019 HD Amsterdam

NIGERIA
Plot 129/131 Fiddil
Avenue Off Ordinance
Port Harcourt, Rivers State

RUSSIA
Dolgorukovskaya Street, 7
127006 Moscow

TUNISIA
Résidence Rihab 1,
Bloc 2, App 362083
Cité El Ghazala - Tunisia

QUALITY, ENVIRONMENT AND SAFETY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
Lighthouse adopts a Quality Management System compliant with the International Standard ISO 9001:2015
Our QMS, together with our personal company ethics, ensure that we are the leaders in our field delivering the highest
standards. QA is delivered throughout the survey operations and on our vessel activities, onshore and offshore.
Lighthouse is constantly involved in a Quality Improvement Process for every aspect of its activities and aims to
improve the Quality Standards of the services and products it provides to the Offshore Industry.
HSSE
Our survey operations are carried out with the highest safety standards in compliance with International
Regulations. This ensures safe work place and conditions for our employees and as well as our subcontractors and client
representatives.
For every project we provide clear instructions and education ensuring health and safe work environment for our
workers: with this in mind every worker on the project is aware of the importance of a safe and health working
environment. We have established Health, Safety, Security and Environmental (HSSE) Management Systems which we
incorporate in our daily activities.

A SAFE JOB IS A GOOD JOB!
OUR POLICIES
• HSE Policy
• Smoking Policy
• Drug and Alcohol Policy
• Environmental Policy
• Stop Work Policy
• Driving Policy
• Short Service Employees Policy
• Housekeeping Policy

OUR STANDARDS
• HSE Leadership and Organization
• HSE Documentation Management
• Training and Competence
• Auditing and Review
• Risk Management
• Security Management Standard
• Environmental Management Standard
• Management of Change
• Incident Reporting and Investigation
• Lifting Equipment procedure

OUR CERTIFICATES
ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
OHSAS 18001:2007

HUMAN RESOURCES
The human resources are assigned to a particular duty following their training and their
professional attitude. The company treats the personnel training by means of periodical on site
updates or directly at the equipment supplier headquarters. The training of the personnel is
recorded through the tools provided by the adopted Quality Management System.
This allows the planning and the assignment to a definite role of the best skilled personnel.
Among the 150 persons employed at LIGHTHOUSE, 90% have a Degree in scientific disciplines
(mainly Geological Sciences, Physics and Environmental Sciences) and 10% have an Upper
diploma (mainly Surveyors and Electronic technicians).
EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEES • Job Positions

51% GEOLOGISTS
23% SURVEYORS
17% ENGINEERS / TECHNICIANS
9% ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTISTS

33% surveyors
33% geophysicists
10% engineers
3% site managers
5% administrative
6% management
10% EDP

SERVICES

GEOPHYSICAL, GEOTECHNICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY
We provide the customer with accurate survey of the seafloor: geophysical, geothecnical and
environmental data which can supply essential information on the geology of the sub-bottom
strata, critical to de-risking the cost-effective design of marine structures and subsea installations.
LIGHTHOUSE has strategically-located its branches and provides its highly technical equipment
such as research vessels, AUVs, seabed sampling and testing tools. LIGHTHOUSE’s capabilities
to conduct highly complicated surveys in a short period of time has led to huge cost savings for
our clients. The use of high tech equipment combined with highly qualified technicians can lead
to greater efficiency and hence saving time and cost for our customers. Innovation, state of the
art equipment, efficiency, highly skilled personnel, flexibility, on the spot customer care and tailor
made solutions for our customers.

The Environmental Protection

Most international organizations and recently governments have taken centre stage in ensuring
that the environment is protected at all costs, this has made almost all Oil & Gas Companies with
the inclusion of Offshore Service Providers to be aware of activities being undertaken offshore with
full protection of the environment in mind. Host Governments have developed legislations ensuring
that any violation to the environment shall be punishable by a fine or a revocation of the operating
license for the ‘culprit’ companies.
LIGHTHOUSE has seen the need to help our customers by providing survey services which can
identify environmental areas that require preservations, and also the data from these surveys will
help our customers to understand the environment much better, so that they can develop the right
methods of protecting the environment, as required by International and the host Government laws.

POSITIONING & CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT
Offshore construction projects involve huge financial budgets, and simple/small mistakes in
positioning can jeopardize the progress of the entire project, or lead to a complete ‘halt’ of the
project while the causes of the mistakes are being investigated. Due to this, there is a huge
emphasis on highly accurate positioning systems and services, as the old saying goes ‘Time is
money’, fast service and rapid decision-making is the key to the realization of cost reduction on
these highly costly offshore construction operations. With this in mind, LIGHTHOUSE saw the
opportunity and ‘filled the gap’ by helping our customers in providing cost effective positioning and
survey services.

PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION
Over the years of LIGHTHOUSE existence, hi-tech methods of processing survey data have
been developed, in every format, and for every scope of work. With a huge pool of highly skilled
technicians worldwide LIGHTHOUSE is able to provide data processing services anywhere in the
world in accordance to the customers’ requirements. Our personnel can be mobilized to process
the data on-board the survey vessel, in out many branches around the globe, and with special
agreement, the processing can also be done at our customers’ premises.
Clear and at times customer-oriented reports and legible charts are offered, this will mean less time
for Customers to understand and implement the information in the project. To enhance this, we pay
great attention to report and chart production.
LIGHTHOUSE has a dedicated processing and reporting department that works together with the
customer throughout the project, so as to produce an end result suited to his needs.
Our reporting department works in conjunction with our QC department to ensure high quality is
maintained throughout the data processing and reporting periods. As each Customer’s needs could
be different, LIGHTHOUSE has acquired top of the range third part processing software which is
continuously updated, and for every update the processing personnel is trained so that they can
fully understand the Customers’ requirements. In addition to third party software, LIGHTHOUSE
has initiated the drive to develop own in-house software which also is upgraded continuously to be
in line with Client’s demands.

OUR FLEET

R/V NAUTICAL GEO owned since 2016
The Nautical Geo is a research vessel available for worldwide operations.
Fitted with cutting-edge survey equipment, she can afford complex survey operations as
well as light construction support, ensuring cost effectiveness and saving time.
• GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY
• GEOTECHNICAL SURVEY
• ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY
• UNDERWATER CONSTRUCTION AND SUPPORT
• CABLE AND PIPELINE SURVEY
• INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
• WELL SITE SURVEYS

Survey Equipment

• DGPS C-Nav 3050, Gyro/MRU ixSea
• USBL HiPAP 502
• Reson 7150 12/24 kHz hull mounted
• Reson T20P 200-400 kHz dual head MBES
• SBES Simrad EA 500
• SSS/SBP 100-500 KHZ / 4-12 kHz
• 2D UHR
• 2D HR spread: solid streamer 98 to 192 channels

• Seabed frame CPT
• Valeport mini SVP/SVS
• Idronaut 701 multiparameter probe - depth rating
4000m
• Rosette Niskin water sampler
• Various plankton nets
• Simrad EK15 multi purpose scientific echo sounder
• Survey room / Client room

• Air gun volume and sparker sources as appropriate

• Full on board processing facilities on a 24/7 basis

• Piston/gravity Corers and Vibrocores

Other survey spead available on request

ROV

• Permanently installed 150 hp work class ROV
• Capable of working in depths up to 5000 meters
• Handles payloads up to 600 pounds
• Moon-pool deployed via a cursor lift beam configuration

R/V DP1 FILOMENA PRIMA since 2010
MAIN DETAILS
Type vessel
Class
Call sign
IMO number
Built
Converted
Flag - Port of registry
Trading area

Research / Bathymetry / Survey / Geotechnical / ROV survey
C Special service research ship unrestricted Dynapos AM
IITI2
8652859
Ortona Navi, 2009
2013
Italian - Napoli
Unlimited

R/V ODIN FINDER since 2001
MAIN DETAILS
Type vessel
Class
Call sign
IMO number
Built
Converted
Flag - Port of registry
Trading area

Research / Bathymetry / Survey / Geotechnical / ROV survey
DNV 1Al E0 ICE-C - RINA C SPECIAL SERVICE: RESEARCH SHIP
IZER
7031761
Storvik Shipyard 1970
Baatbygg A/S 1981 I 85 / Ravenna 2001
Italian - Ravenna
Unlimited

SURVEY EQUIPMENT

With more than 30 years on the market, LIGHTHOUSE has developed a great experience in
geophysical and environmental survey services, supporting company and agency involved in
marine construction, offshore and coastal activities, marine research and Oil&Gas.
LIGHTHOUSE Equipment Division deals with the marketing of accessories and instruments on
behalf of the most important companies worldwide in the field of of Oceanography, Hydrography,
Positioning and Marine Geophysics.
Providing full service and support to its clients, both nationally and internationally, LIGHTHOUSE
perfectly understand the customer needs and provides him with tailor-made solutions: each
instrument is studied in detail by our staff and carefully selected to provide not only a product, but
also a range of technical information and suggestions, service and support.

OCEANOGRAPHY
· Wave Buoys
· Wave and Current Radar
· Current Profiler
· Multiparametric Probe
· CTD Probe

MARINE GEOPHYSICS
· Sub Bottom Profilers
· Side Scan Sonar
· Dredging Monitoring Systems

POSITIONING
· Usbl
· Global Positioning Systems

HYDROGRAPHY
· Multibeams & Singlebeams
· Hydrographic Acquisition
· Visualization and Analysis
· Hydrographic Processing
· Sound Velocity Sensors
· Sonar Data Acquisition & Processing

